“I Am Helios and with Me today Is My Beloved Vesta. We come once again to this Divine
Gathering of God Intelligent Beings of Love and Light. Ah! Dear Ones, it is like Divine Music from
the 7 Spheres Echoing within The Core of Our Beings once again. All this talk about Divine Virtues
and Decrees of such Magnitude and Exuberance just fill Us with even more Joy! It has been a long time
since We have heard such Dynamic Words, Amplified By The Master’s Voices, atoned with Their
Beloved Disciples.
‘I AM’ the Cosmic Law of Oneness with the Life in the Physical Sun! I Give It My Love, and Love Gives Me
All That It IS!
’I AM’ the Cosmic Law of Miracle Oneness with the Physical Sun, and ’I AM’ Its Victorious Flame in All
Outer Physical Actions, Producing Perfection Forever everywhere I go, and whatever I give My Attention to.

“Bless You and Thank You Beloved and God Himalaya and Bless you Dear Peter, for following
His Loving Direction to bring all these back into the enfoldment of Our Mighty Radiant Sun
Temples. Yes it is true, that very few people on Earth know anything about their Solar Sun, Indeed
Myself and The Magnificent Goddess of the Sun, Queen of Light, Dear Vesta. And I tell you Dear
Ones that I Am, We Are, rather eager in Our Design for Mankind to once again be able to
communicate more directly with Us on such New Levels of Awareness and Consciousness. There are
so many Cosmic Beings, that you have yet to meet, that will assist you in Directing the Magnificent
Powers of Your Solar Sun.
“Indeed The New Radiation Centres will provide a Magnificent Platform for you to do that.
Perhaps We should broach that which is indeed moving closer to the Earth’s New Realities, when it
comes to Our Influence and Indeed, under Our Direction. Remember Dear Souls that We have told
you, and many are telling you again, that Earth is around 5,000 years behind in its Evolutionary Path in
tenure with humanity, and now the Trumpets have Sounded with Their Clarion Calls, that are being
played to accelerate and speed up all activities that will bring Earth and Mankind up to Speed, if I can
put it that way. Greater understanding and awareness is paramount now, if mankind is to ride out such
changes coming, or if they indeed, will suffer at the hands of Nature in a much more exhaustible way.
“It was Beloved Jesus who said;
‘Beloved Ones, you wear now consecrated garments of flesh, made up of trillions of Electrons, each
and Every One of which has Known at one time, such Perfection in the Inner Realms as the outer mind
cannot conceive. These Electrons are but awaiting opportunity to be Invoked to give forth more of
Their Light, Speeding up the rapidity of Their Revolutions, as They make up each Atom toward your
Transmutation, Transformation and Transfiguration just as I did! When those Atoms and Electrons
are so accelerated They should remain in that State’.

“This aspect of accelerating the Revolutions of the Electrons will have a far greater effect than
anyone can imagine, once the Real Work of the New Disciples tap into the Heart of Me and Beloved
Vesta. For as the Work of Transmutation begins, and the Electrons that have been trapped within
Earth and the Solar System due to mankind’s old thought forms, return to Us for Etherealization and
Recalibration and Direction, then They can return to Earth for New Experiences as part of Their Own
Evolutionary Cycles. It shall be the New Pristine States of Earth that you are all now Desiring to
Precipitate, that will Give These Dear Ones such a Magnificent Gift and opportunity to do so. It is
more complex than that, but for now it may just wet your appetite a little more for you to Know more,
as the New Radiation Centres begin to Precipitate and Function within the Divine Virtues of the Rays
and Flames of God’s Mighty Presence.
“Beloved God Himalaya spoke of all the interred life of the 4th Root Race that is buried within the
snow and ice all around Asia, but there are also those buried under the drifting sands and rubble as
well. But He did not speak of why they were so buried. You see, after the laggards arrived they created
so much devastation, war, famine, desolation, distress, demise and disgrace to mankind, throughout the
areas you know today containing the 48 countries that make up Asia as a whole, that something had to

be done. So Beloved Sanat Kumara, approached the Karmic Board and suggested that these areas, either
be frozen over or covered in sand and stone rubble, to prevent the destructions and the inhumanity to
man, from spreading or causing even greater ruin elsewhere. So He was Granted a Dispensation that
allowed for this to occur and with Our Help and Guidance, these lands where placed under mountains
of snow and ice and sand and rubble, until this very day.
“Now here is where it all gets very interesting. The Earth and indeed all Planets around The Solar
Sun have Cycles, Cycles within Cycles and so Earth as it began to approach the end of its Procession of
the Equinoxes, began its warm up Cycle. Warming up, contrary to your scientists and
environmentalists, who believe that it is due to ozone, deforestation etcetera. No! even though all these
things most definitely need addressing to eliminate such activities for the benevolence of the Earth,
humanity and the Elementals, the warming will happen quite naturally through the Cosmic Divine Law,
due to the need to completely Clear and Cleanse the Earth, just as Peter and Others, including Myself,
have so explicitly detailed. The warming of the planet is now melting the ice caps and the I Am
Presences’ of all of humanity are All Knowing of this process and how it will affect the Earth and Its
People. But there are some upon the planet now, whose I Am Presence is filtering through into their
conscious minds, and asking them to consider such changes in advance of the rising of the seas.
“In Holland and other areas where dykes presently lay, there are people who are thinking outside of
the box to prepare for the oceans of the world to rise. It is a potential expectation that the oceans, and
seas of Earth will increase their present levels by around 7 meters. Look for a moment around the
world, how weather patterns are changing. They are changing for many reasons, but what is not
understood, especially in lower lying areas where flood plains are now breaking their banks, that
building higher banks will not prevent their homes from being destroyed all over again in the future.
Tornadoes, earthquakes, hurricanes and volcanoes are all part of these lessons still being played out at
this time. Places like the United Kingdom and the USA would do well to begin acknowledging these
problems and not to rebuild levees, but to use these monies to relocate the people, away from within
such areas up to 7 meters from the present sea levels. It is like rebuilding lost homes over earthquake
zones. Man has never listened to Nature’s Messages and so must continue to suffer the consequences of
such loss until they do learn.
“Yes, I can here you say ‘but what about the New Radiation Centres?’ Indeed, but these are not yet
operational and there are still very real potentials of earthquakes, tornadoes, volcanoes, flooding and
many other disasters. But the rising of the sea levels is quite another matter. And these, the New
Radiation Centres will not be able to affect such things, not at first anyway! For this will be outside of
the Calling of Human Souls to Govern at this time. Yes Dear Hearts, Beloved Mother Earth was not
called a Blue Water Planet for nothing. It was a Whole Planet, including the pole caps, that was a
Temperate Zone that maintained an even temperature and that allowed upon all its land surfaces, a lush
vegetation and a wide and varied group of animals, birds and other creatures. Just like parts of Hawaii
today.
“So when Beloved Himalaya said;
‘So the Feminine Ray at Titicaca, guarded by the God and Goddess Meru, becomes more Powerful,
of course, as more and more of the Wealth of the True Oriental Culture is transferred there, but the
Masculine Ray which Guards, Guides and Protects, shall still remain a Power on this Earth until Asia is
free of all famine and pestilence, wars and distress, until the icecaps are dissolved and the interred
bodies are transmuted. This I have Pledged before the God that made Me, in Gratitude for the
Assistance the Earth and the Directors of Nature and the Nature Kingdoms have given to Your Race. I
shall remain, upon this Earth until Lemuria rises from Her depths; until the new contours of the land
masses around the world, change yet again, into the New Realms of Pristine Earth Energies, as they
once were’.

“He was referring to this very situation. The ice caps must melt, and the lands of Lemuria must rise
again and there shall be new contours that will develop around the world creating New Land Divisions
with Seas in between. Mankind can work with Us regarding all these matters, but they must begin to
recede from their ‘I will do it my way’ attitudes. Yes it is difficult to give up homes and lifestyles, but

the New Levels of Awareness coming to humanity, via the New Radiation Centres does not make way
for further suffering. That is not the New Cosmic Consciousness. This is the Message that We are
attempting to give to you once again, Now loud and clear. What did the Beloved Maha Chohan imply?
Continue the path of learning or become One Who Remembers the Truth and Knows the Ways of
Heaven on Earth. It was once here, and You Dear Soul’s were there at these times of that Pristine
Beauty!
“So beginning in 2016 We want you to know, that as Divine Human Angels, as the New Human
Disciples of the Christos Consciousness, you have the Powers and Virtues available to you to override
all Astrological and Cosmic Events of All Planets within Our Solar System. One of your Greatest Gifts
upon your planet at this time are your Astrologers, who work with not only the Astrological Profiles of
Planets, Asteroids and Comets, but who are advancing toward the interrelationships of the many facets
of the Human Genome. You see Dear Ones, the human body and its genetic makeup is the very
reflection of the Planets, Stars, Galaxies and Universes around you, Each One! How pleased We are
that Beloved Sue is One of These Souls Who will assist Us in Paving the Way of the New Astrologers
and Cosmo Biologists upon the planet. Nothing is by chance Beloveds, Nothing indeed!
“The Resonant Energies between now and 2020 shall increase exponentially, which means that
those who are aware of such things, especially those now opening themselves to become the New
Disciples, will have to consciously recalibrate themselves and each other, upon each Eclipse, Equinox
and Solstice, so that they will not be adversely affected. These Dear Souls then, can Work with the
Resonant Fields of Humanity to assist them and so this We offer yet another Constructive Use for the
Radiation Centres. So please become aware of such increases in the influx from Us. Dear Ones, these
magnifications will come from Us, your Solar Sun. Just another reason for you all to now become
much closer to Understanding Our Radiations and to Know how to Use them for the Greatest Good
of All Concerned.
“It is imperative Dear Hearts, that from now on, you know that while there are still a great deal of
tumultuous activities taking place around your planet, it does have Great Purpose. So do not feel bad
when something you are Working upon, does not receive your expected or anticipated result. Instead,
Know that it is Your Radiance that will keep it in Perfect Alignment with God’s Will. The years 2038
and 2075 shall be milestones for change, but the focus, concentration, and dedication must begin now,
even if by only a few to get those Inner Sanctuaries up and running! It shall only be fear that will
remain as the destructive, chaotic and imbalanced forces that shall maintain any disparities. Remember,
you shall be in a training period for a while, just as Beloved Maha Chohan indicated. So Patience Dear
Hearts, get to grips with the Order of the Day, set everything in sequence, as you now wish to continue.
“As I come to the end of sharing within this Discourse, I wish to say one more thing! Mother Earth
still has a lot of rebirthing to do, and part of the Work that the New Disciples are Now Enveloping,
shall assist the clearing up of all imbalances for humanity, the Elementals, Nature Realms, Devas and
Angelic Hosts, for the purpose of smoother and more constructive Transmutations and
Transformations. Please Know that Mother Earth Knows exactly what She is Doing, but it is humanity
that needs to pave the way with Her and to do that, a Divine Interrelationship with Her in Openness
and a Loving Heart shall make all the difference. Truly come to Know Your Places within the Divine
Plan, Know Thy Self and Allow Your I Am Presence, to Become the Dynamos of the New Erthe.
There is Great Balance to be achieved Now, and We can see Great Changes coming through Loving,
Kind, Gentle and Benevolent Beings like Yourselves! God Bless You! I Am Helios and now step aside
for Beloved Vesta to share with you.

